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Seymour S. Alpert,. Edgar Lipworth, Matthew, B. White, and Kenneth F. Smith 
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University, of California 
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ABSTRACT 

The magnetic -dipole interaction constant, a, and .the electric - 

quadrupole interaction constant, b, have beenmeasured for 5day Bi 210  

(I = 1) man atomic-beam. The results are N-I= 21.78±0.03 Mc/secand 

112.38±0.03 Mc/sec,. with b/a +5.160±0.007. 

The nuclear magnetic-dipole and electric-quadrupole moments ob-

tained from the interaction constants are I 	0.0442±0.0001 mm and 

I = 0.13 ±0.01.barns, respectively. Thesigns ofthese moments are not 

determined by the experiment. 

The ordering of the hyperfine levels is F = 1/2, 5/2, and3/2. The 

values of the hyperfi.ne level separations are 

/v (F= 5/2< 	>F= 3/2) 194.93±0.09  Mc/sec, 

v (F = 3/2<— >F = 1/2) 220.19±0.08 Mc/sec. 
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HYPERFINE STRUCTURE AND NUCLEAR MOMENTS OF RaE(Bi 210 ) 

Seymour S. Alpert, Edgar Lipworth, Matthew B. White, and Kenneth.F, Smith s  

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

June 5, 1961 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The beta spectrum of :  RaE has played an important role in the develop-

ment of betadecay theory, for it is the only known case of a first forbidden 

transition Al = 1 (yes), with a nonallowed shape. At one time the spectrum 

shape was regarded as the only evidence for the existence of a pseudoscalar 

term in the beta-decay interaction, 1  but subsequent theoretical work by 

Yamada 2  together with a measurement of the ground-state spin (I = 1) by 
14 	

i Title., showed this was not n fact implied. There are two papers, by 

Plassmann and Langer 3  and Wu that summarize the extremely interesting 

early history of the RaE spectrum. 

In the past two or.three years, and since the discovery of parity 

violation in weak interactions, there has been a considerable revival.of 

intere.st  in RaE, 59  because both the shape of the spectrum and the degree 

of polarization of the emitted.electrons are possible checks on time-reversal 

invariance. Perhaps the best discussion of this point is contained in the 

paper of Alikhanov et al. who measured the polarization of the decay electrons. 8  

They point out that the degree of polarization fixes the range of a parameter 

X determined by the ratio of certain nuclear matrix elements and that this 
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range is extremely sensitive.to  any violation of time-reversal invariance. 

They find little or no evidence for a violation, but point out that a direct 

calculation of X from the shell model would be a useful check on.their con-

clusion. Such a calculation.would involve a knowledge of the nuclear wave 

function. One independent check of the correctness of the wave function would 

be a comparison between experimental and calculatedvalues of the nuclear 

moment of RaE. 

There has been one prior attempt to measure the hyperfine structure 

of RaE--that of Fred et al,, who used the method of optical. spectroscopy. 10 

However,, their apparatus was inadequate to resolve the hyperfine structure, 

and they assigned a nuclear magnetic moment of less than 0. l'.that of the 

stable Bi 209 . This appeared unreasonable.in.view of the large monerit of 

this latter isotope (4 nm), and they, were led tb assignán erroneous.spin 

value (I = 0) to RaE. Some of the consequences of this assigmen:ar. 

tracedrinapaperbyLee-Whiting onthe 3 spectrurnof RaE, 	: 

The results presented here supplement a large body of information that 

existsnow on the nuclear moments of bismuth isotopes. 	BlinStoyle and 

Parks have explained the large .deviation of the moment of Bi 209  from the 

13 
Schmidt value .as:being due to. interconfigurational mixing, 	but as:far 'as we 

know,, no systematic attempt has yet been made to explainthe:variationo,f 

moments between diffe rent bismuth isotopes. 
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II. THEORY 

The nuclear spin of Bi 2 ' 0  is 1. 
14 

 This value of the spin restricts 

the angular-dependent interactions between the nucleus and surrounding 

electrons to magnetic-dipole and electric-quadrupole interactions. These 

interactions give rise to the hyperfine structure and can be represented by 

a Hamiltonian of the form 

(1) 

where a and b are the magnetic-dipole and electric-quadrupole interaction 

constants, respectively, f is the nuclear spin, S is the electronic angular 

momentum, and Q is given by 5  

- - 2 	-- 
3(1 	J) + 3/2 (I 	J) - 1(1, + 1) J(J +, 1) 

op 	 21(21 - .1) J(2J - 1) 	 . 

In the absence of an applied magnetic field, the.total angular momentum, 

- 	- - 	 2 
F = I + J , is .a constant of the motion. In.a representation where F and 

F are. diagonal matrices, the operators T, , and 	are also diagonal. 

Therefore,. the solution.ofEq. (1) can be written 

(W/a)F = C 1 (F) + C 2 (F) b/a, 	 (3) 

where C 1 (F). and C 2 (F) are constants depending only upon .F for a given 

land J, . and .(W/a)F  is the energy, in units of a, of the hyperfine-level 

characterized by.the quantum number, F. A plot of (W/a)F  vs b/a is a 

straight line.which.in.gene.ral has a different slope for each value of F. 
( \ 

A plot of.(W/a)F is shown in Fig0. 1 for values of I and J appropriate to 

.210 
Bi. 	(i, e. , 1 and 3/2, respectively). For vanishing quadrupole moment, 
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I, 

W/a 	 It 	J= 

-2 	
- 	

3 	
b/a 

MU-15559 

/ 

• 	Fig. 1. Hyperfine level separations (in units of W/a) in an 
isotope with I = 1, J = 3/2 plotted as a function of b/a. 

• 	 Note that in the diagram, a has been assumed 
positive, whereas in fact the sign of a in RaE is 
not knOwn. 	 • 	 - 

I) 
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we have b = 0, and the hyperfine separations between levels of different 

F obey the well-known Lands interval rule. For values of b/a less than 

-Z or greater, than 2/3, the levels are no longer in normal order, and an 

inversion is said to exist. Such is the case with Bi 210 , where b/a = 5.160. 

When an.external magnetic field H is present, the Hamiltonian (1) 

becomes 

a I 	b Q 	- 	 - g1 	 , 	(4)
op 

where g  and g1  are the electronic and.nuclear g factors,, respectively, 

209 and 	is the Bohr magneton; g J  has been measured in stable Bi 	and 

has the value g 	- 1.64330..0002. 
16 

 For small values of the magnetic field 

H, i. e., for gj  p 
0 
 J ii <<a I J,, the separation in terms of frequency, 

between adjacent magnetic sublevels of a given value of F can be written as 

v.=g 
p.0 H 	

.(5) 

where 

F(F+l) + J(J+1) - 1(1+1) 	 (6) 
ZF(F+1) 

Here h is Planck s constant,, and in the expression for gFa small term 

proportional. to g1  has. been omitted. During the course of.the experiment, 

.the.transitions labeled ct and 3 in.the energy-level diagram of Fig.. 2 were 

observed, first at low fields,,where their field dependence is given by Eq. (5), 

and then at higher and higher fields, where.the dependence is determined by 

an exact solution of the Hamiltanian (4), and in particular by the values of 

a and b. An .LJ3Mprogram  has been written to solve the Hamiltonian as 
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a function of magnetic field. The input data are.the observed transition 

frequencies and fields and their uncertainties. The output is the best values 

of a and ..b obtained by a least-squares fit of Eq. (4)to.the data. Provision 

is made within the program to permit g J  to be an.independent parameter 

if this is so desired; in this case.the output is the best values of a, b, and 

gj• With these..values of a and b, a second L B. M. program is used to 

calculate transition frequencies at higher fields, and a search is made for 

new resonances. When..they are found,,the new data is treated.as described 

above and.the process continued until a and b are known sufficiently ac-

curately to permit a search to be made for the direct hype rfine transitions 

(F ± 1) at low field. Thefit of the Hamiltonian (4).to the.data. depends 

directly upbn.the choice of the sign of g1. . The data is processed.for both 

choices of sifl, and the .'tgoodness of fit is determined by the x 2 test of 

significance. 
17 

 In this way, thesign of the nuclear moment can be. determined 

if the precision of observationjustifies. These programs have. been. described 

.18,19 	 . 	. 	 . elsewhere, 	 . 
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III, EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

The atomic-beam apparatus employed for this.experiment has been 

20 
described in.aprevious publication. 	Inthe way first suggested by 

Zacharias, 	the magnetic fields are adjusted to observe hhflop_inF?  transitions 

210 only. The observable.transitions within a given F state in Bi 	--those 

labeled a and 13  in Fig. 2--are 

	

a.:.(F 4, Mç 	 F 4, M- 

f3:(F 

The a transition was observed up to a field of 50 gauss and the 13 

to a field of 129 gauss whe.re values of a and .b were obtained sufficiently 

accurately topermit a search for the AF = ± 1 direct hyperfine transitions. 

All allowed direct hyperfine transitions have been observed at low field 

during the course of this experiment. The active sample was produced by the 

209 	210 
reaction Bi 	(n, y)Bi 	in a reactor. Because of the low thermal-neutron 

capture cross section 	209 of Bi 	(0.02 barn) large samples of stable bismuth 

(5g) were :exposed. for 15 to 20 days ma flux of 2X10 13  neutrons cm' 2 sec'
1 . 

The resulting specific.activity of the samples.was low, but with relatively 

long exposure and.counting times (usually about 10 mm), excellent resonances 

were obtained, A typical resonance is shown in Fig.. 3. The active sample is 

evaporated from the oven shown in Fig.. 4. Bismuth tends to evaporate as 

diamagnetic molecules, and before an atomic=beam deIlexion experiment 

upon it is possible, the molecules must. be  dissociated.to atoms. The.oven 

snout is heated at. its tip by elect ron.bombardment to a temperature of about 

	

Q ., 	 . 	 .. 	 . 

° 1500C when bismuth molecules are well dissociated The vapor pressure 
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M1 

- M - 3/2 

300 —  

5/2 /2 MI/2 
3/2 

1 0 

0) 	 0 - -3/2 
(I) 

- I 
0 

tMj  F-3/2 /2 =-1/2 

I/2 +1 
-200 

- -3/2 

::: 

M 	-3/2 

L 
U 'K) X) bU IL) 80 90 IOU 110 120 

H (gauss) 

MU-22401 

Fig. 2. Energy levels of RaE plotted as a function of magnetic 
field. These were calculated with the aid of I. B. M. 
program; the sign of a has been assumed positive. 

h 
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Bi 21°  

f3 transition 

(Fr3/2, MF3/2 
F3/2, MF=l/2) 

VK =24.15 Mc/sec 

H = 30.00 gauss 

t/Bi6243±05 Mc/sec 

Machine 
background 

or- 	 -r 
I 	I 	I 	 I 	 I 	I 	I 	I 

61.6 	61.8 	62.0 	62.2 62.4 62.6 	62.8 63.0 63.2 	63.4 

11Bi (Mc/sec) 

MU - 2 2 3 9 7 

Fig. 3. A Bi21°  resonance. 
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Fig. 4. Diagram of snouted oven where A is 5/8 in and 
B is 1-1/16 in. 
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of the bismuth is maintained at a proper value by conduction of heat down 

the snout to the oven block; during operation the oven temperature was about 

8009 CC The s.nout and oven block were manufactured from tantalum metal, 

and the exit slit at the end of the snout is 0.004 in, wide and 0.040 in. high. 

Withthis arrangement, a 70% dissociated beam of bismuth atoms was obtained. 

210 
The beam of Bi. 	was collected upon "buttons, "the surfaces of which 

were freshly coated with sulphur. The buttons were counted.in small-volume, 

continuous-flow, methane 13  counters. Before counting, the active surface 

was covered with a single layer of scotch tape to prevent the counting of the 

a activity which is present in the beam and which arises from the decay of the 

210 	 .210 . 	 206 
Bi 	daughter, Po 	in going to Pb 

IV. RESULTS 

Table I contains a list of all sing1e.q'uantum transitions observed 

during the course of this experiment '. The last column in Table I contains 

the compounded uncertainty (Lv.):in the position of theith resonance center 

obtained from the relation 

	

af \.z 	
1/2 

= [n 2  + (\ L) .(zH) 2 ] 	 (7) 

Here Af. is the estimated uncertainty in the position of the'center of the ith 

resonance, . af./aH. is the rate'at which the frequency of the ith resonance 

varies with magnetic field, and LH. is the estimated uncertainty in the 

magnetic field; iH. is .e.stimatedfrom the width of the.calibrating 

210 
is.otop.e resonance. We have taken the uncertainty in both the Bi 	and 

calibrating isotope resonances as one-fourth of their observed line width. 
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In additiOn to the 16 resonances tabulated in Table I, three two-

quantum resonances of the type:(F 5/2, MF  l/Z  

were observed. . These are listed in. Table II. It is of interest, to note that 

thesetransitions are observed at field values-.where,the differences infre-

quency between.the contributing transitions are 'many;line widths. For ex-

ample, for the resonances observed at 30.,0 gauss the relevant frequency dif-

fierence.is. 160 line widths. No extraordinary amount'of..radiofrequency. 

power was used to induce.these transitions, whichwere observed.accidentally 

...at.the.same.radiofrequency loop current(rv70 ma)usedto observethe 

single.quantum transitions, 	. . 	. . 

The final values.calculated for a and b on the.basis of the results 

in Table I are: 

af.= 21.78±0,03 Mc/5e 	,. 	 . . 

(bi . 11Z.38 ±0.03 Mc/'5e' 

with 

+5.160 ±.0..007 

The uncertainties quo.ted are three.times the mean-square uncertainties 

calculated on. the basis of weights derived from Eq. (7), and' are intended.to 

allow for any, unknown sources of systematic.error. The values of x 
2 

(see reference 17), for thetwo possible choices of signof g 1  are: 

2 (g1 >0)775 

x 
2

(g1  <.0), = 7.72. 
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The close agreement between these two values means,:that the experimental 

data cannot be used to determine the sign of the nuclear moment of Bi 20 . 

There are two reasons for this failure: (1) the small.size of the.ñuclear 

210 moment of Bi 	and (2) the inadequate resolution of the .0 magnet at high 

field.values, where the line width .is appreciably increased by field.inhomogenieties. 

The data has also been reducedtaking 	g 	.as.well,as 	a and b as 

free parameters with the result 	gj 	-l..6431 ± 0.0004. 	This result agrees 

well with.that given in reference 16 and serves as an additional check on the 

consistencyof the data. 

Table I. 	Observed Resonances in Bi 2.10  

Resonancetype Resonance •  Calibrating Magnetic Compounded 
frequency frequenc ya field uncetäihy 
(Mc/sec) (Mc/s.ec) (gauss) (Mc/sec) 

a,,(5/2, 1/24-5/2, -1/2) 54.299 24.150(K) 30.000 0.110 

a 103.699 44.209(K) 49,998 0.104 

(3/2, 3/2__3/2, 1/2) 10.100 2,000(Cs) 5,708 0.142 

15,550 . 3.000(Cs) 8.555 0.171 

13  27,000 5..000(Cs) 14.236 0.150 

13 39.200 7.000(Cs) 19.901 0.165 

. 13 62,399 . 	 27.150(K) 30.000 0.099 

13  111.349 44. 209(K) 49.998 .0.113 

.f3 	 . 173.448 74.425(K) 75.000 0.163 

13  304.896 160.230(K) 12.9,000 0.163 

v 1 (5/2, 1/2-:3/2., 1/2) 194.798 0.704(K). 1.000 0.038 

.194,768 1..700(K) 2.400 .0,056 

v 2 (3/2, -1/2-1/2, 1/2) 223,022 0.704(K) 1.000 0.149 

v 2 	 . 	 . 298.366 17.060(K) 22,001 0,160 

v 3 (3/2, 1/2_i/2, -1/2) 217247 0.704(K) 1,000 0,151 

V 3  .181.108 20.000(K) 25.388 0,008 

allote that both cesium and potassium have been used as the calibrating element, 
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Table II, Two-quantum transitions 

Magnetic field 	 Observed frequency 	Calculated frequencya 
(gauss) 	 (Mc/sec) 	 (Mc/sec) 

14.24 20050 ± 0.150 19,940 

19.90 27975±0.015 27.960 

3000 42.400 ± 0075 42230 

aObserved transitions are assumed to be identified by the quantum numbers 

.(= 5/2, M 	 1/2 ( > F=5/2, MF3/2). 

V. MAGNETIC DIPOLE MOMENT 

The magnetic. dipole moment of RaE can be calculated (neglecting a 

possible hyperfine anomaly) from the formula 

a1 	I 
a2 I 

209 together with a knowledge of i, a,. and I for the stable:isotope Bi 

Using the valueof the magnetic moment of Bi 209  as measured by Procter 

and Yu 2  and corrected for diathagnetism by. Walchli 23 [i209=407970 (81)nm], 

the spins .1209  9/2 and 1210  1, and the present value of a 210 , we find 

I zo 	= 0.0442 ± O.,0001.nm. 

The sign of 	is not known, .because.the sign of a 210  has not been de.- 

te rmined in this experiment. 	 . 	. 
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vi. ELECTRIC QUADRUPOLE MOMENT 

The electric -quadrupole interaction constant, b, is relate.d .to  the 

quadrupole moment, Q, by the expression 

	

- , e 2Q< co:2O1 > 	, 	 (8) 

wherethe average is taken inthe state M i = J .and.summed over all electrons. 

To evaluate this. expression, we must know th.electronic wave function. 

Since the gj  value of bismuth is known to be -1.6433±0.0002; 16 
 and the g 

valu.es  for pure LS or JJ coupling are -2 and -4/3, respectively, it is 

apparent that the .electrons are in a state of intermediate coupling. 

The .electronic.ground-state configuration of bismuth is 6s 2 6p 3 ; 

in the LS scheme the three p electrons can couple to levels 
2 
 D5/2  2  

and S 3/2  The J value, in. the grouncL.state is 3/2 and since J is a good 

quantum number, the intermediatly coupled ground state can be expressed 

2. 	.2 	 .4 .as.alinear superposition..of the. three levels . D 3/21  P3/2g . and 'S 3112 . ..The 

de.gree of level admixturç can bedetermined by diagonalizing the 3-by-3 

energy matrix.in  the LS energy scheme,, treating the ratio of the electro-. 

static interaction energy, to. the spin-orbit coupling energy as a variable 

parameter, ;X,, to be obtained by a fit to the experimental'level scheme; 

for. bismuth, Condon andShortley find . X . 0.295. 
24 

 Once the energy matrix 

has been, determined, it is.easy to find the transformation matrix that de-

terthines the level admixture. 

On the other. hand, Inglis and Johnson have taken, the trans fo rmation 

,:.mat1iX and used it to obtain..an expression ,fo.r gj in intermediate coupling. 25 

With g.= -. 1.6433 and..the method of Inglis and Johnson, Lindgren..and 
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Johansson have found X = 0.300, 
12 

 which is in good agreement with the 

value obtained by Condon and Shortley. The intermediate coupled wavefunction 

in the JJ coupling scheme can be written as 

1IJ;= c 1 4 1  .+ C 2 i 2  .+ 	 (9) 

where 

3 33 3.3 1 	 3 1 1 
LP 	½ -z 2 ) 3/2 	½ -~ -23/z , and 	= ½ -2 

Lindgren. and Johansson find 

C 1  = - 0.177 

C 2 = 0.318 	 1 
0.932. 	 } 

Schuler and Schmidt have, evaluated 	
cos O 	

in intermediate coupling, 

and find 

	

1 > 	= 	
[(cc 3 2 ). 	+ 2 	C2(C1+C3)S] < 

(10) 

where RI and S are.relativistic correction factors tabulated by 

Kopfermann. Z6 r 

Using calculations of Breit and Wills, 
27 

 Lindgren and Johansson have 

12 
shown that 

	

ha = - g1i02 
[ 	

(1 + . C22)FI 
- 4 C 2 2 F" + _ C2(C1C3)J K> 

where F', F", and G are again relativistic correction fãctorstabulated 

26 
by Kopfermann 

	
Combining équatioñs 8, 9', 10, and 11 and using the values 
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of a and g 1 . appropriate to Bi 20 ? to determine <1/r3> , Lindgren and 

Johans son derived a general expression for the quadrupole moment of any 

isotopeof bismuth: 

L14X 10 	barn, 	 (12) 

where b is in Mc/sec. With this result we find 

I Q (Bi 210 )J = 0A3±001 barn, 	 (13) 

where we have as signed the uncertainty somewhat arbitrarily but taken it 

large enough to embr3ce any corrections dueto polarization of the. electron 

• cloud 28  or pos sible. uncertainties in the above calculational procedure. Title 

and Smith .h4ve.estimated the quadrupole moment of Bi 209. in a slightly dif-

ferent way. They obtain<1/r3> from the fine - structure separations. 

Using their.method,. we .find the same result as above (withinthe.quotedun-

certainty) 

HYPERFINE SEPARATIONS 

The values of the hyperfine separations in RaE calculated from the 

above, values of a .. and ,b and Eq. (3) are 

v (5/2, 3/2) :  = 194.93 ± 0.09 Mc/s.ec 	. 	. 
(14) 

Av (3/2, 1/2) = 22019 ± 008 Mc/sec 	 . 
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DISCUSSION 	 ., 	 . 

Bismuth210 has 8.3 protons and 127. neutrons. The nuclear., spins of 

203 	05 	209 	 12 
Bi 	, Bi 	,. ,and Bi 	are all known to be.9/2, . a fact consistent with, 

.the.odd proton lying in..the h 9/ 2  level. The state of the ;  odd .neutronis not 

known, but it could lie in one of the levels g 91 2 , 1. 1 i/z' 9 7 1 2  and couple 

with the proton to give a resultant spin of 1, In Table III, we have listed for 

possibilities the magnetic moments of Bi 210  calculated' on the as sumption 

that the proton and neutron part's of the core couple together in jj coupling. 

The magnetic.moment can be written 	. 	 . 	. 

1 	 i i .+ 1) - i (j 	+ 1) 
-_[(gp+g)I+.(gpg) p 	

''n,i 	] 	(15) 

Hereg and 	are the g factors of the odd proton and neutron, / j and 

are their angular momenta, and I is the nuclear spin. . For the proton 

part, we have used g 0,9066, an effective value derivedfrom the,known 

magnetic.moment. of Bi 209 , for. the neutron .part, we have taken the Schmidt 

value for g ineach case. 
n 

Table IlL . Calculated magnetic moments 

of Bi 21°  for different possiblenuclear configurations 

Presumed configuration 	 Calculated moment 
(nuclear magnetons) 

(7Th912 ) 	, 	(v g 9,/2) 	 024 

.(Irh9/2 ) 	(v i 11 / 2 ) 	. 	 ' ,.- 	 -1.08 

(v 97/2) 	. 	 1.75 
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It appears that. the most probable pure configuration.if no mixing is assumed 

is (irh912 ) (v g 91 2) . The experimental moment is so close to zero that we 

are not justified in presuming that it has the same sign as that calculated for 

the ( h9,,, 2 ) (v g91 2) configuration, i. e. that it is positive 

Newby and Konopinski using pair -interactionconsiderations deduce 

the.nucleargroundstate wave function of RaE to be 29  

U.936 1h912i9/z, J l>+0.134fh91 2  g91 2 , J 1> 	' 

+ 0.327 (f712  912, j = 1 >1 
(16) 

which is consistent with.an.energy separation of 0.047 Mev between the 

J,= 0 and J = 1 states, the latter state being the lower. .Using this wave 

function which has its major contribution from the term representing the 

('nh 912 ) (v 
i 
 l/2 configuration, Newby,. and Konopinski have evaluated the 

nuclear moment to be p. 	0.75 nm. This value is not in good agreement 

with the experimentally determined value of p. 	0.0442 nm although it is 

possible that minor variation of the coefficients in Eq. (16) may improve. the 

agreement. 

BlinStoyle. gives, an expression.for the quadrupole moment of an 

odd-odd nucleus on the single-particle model. 
30 

 Assuming the configuration 

.('nh92 ) (vh 912), we have evaluated this expression for Bi 21°  and find 

Q(Bi 210 ) = 0.08 barn. 	 (17) 

If the positive sign of this quadrupole moment is taken to be correct, the 

i210 
sign of the magnetic moment of Bi 	s negative. We feel that no great 

faith should be put in this argument. 
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